Amendment Name: s3_0912
Requestor: Staff
Description: Address noncontiguous portion of HD 50 (Billings area)

Notes: Option 1: Put noncontiguous blocks into HD52 (Laurel district). The deviation in HD50 would go from -0.65% to -1.7%. The deviation in HD52 would go from 0.45% to 1.51%.

Option 2: Put noncontiguous blocks in to HD46 (N and W Yellowstone County and Musselshell County district). The deviation in HD50 would go from -0.65% to -1.7%. The deviation in HD46 would go from 2.87% to 3.92%, which would require changes to additional districts to create a district that complies with the deviation limits set by the commission. This option shifts 82 people from HD46 to HD49; it also shifts 21 people from HD46 to HD50. The resulting deviations are: HD46 at 2.88%; HD49 at -0.03%; and HD50 at -1.49%.

Pass/Fail:
Moves 104 people from noncontiguous HD50 to HD52 (Laurel)